
Solo Banana Retreat - Day 7 (Full Day) 
 

 

 

 

 

Had a weird experience at night yesterday, felt as if I didn't know if I was awake or 

asleep. It seemed like I was awake all night, but yet time moved super quickly. Lots 

of mind activity or dreams were there, all sorts of random creations that can’t even 

remember. Some moments felt like was sleeping but many had no clue. 

 

Eventually it was 9 15 and woke up. 

 

 

 

O 

Sit #1 - 25 min sit (In the tent) 

 

During this sit just opened the screen door and observed outside and myself. Was 
mostly focused on what was going on inside. A bit of chattery was happening, but 
otherwise was quite peaceful maybe because all the energy was used up during the 
shenanigans at night. 

 

End of sit. 

O 

 
 

 

After the sit gathered my stuff and headed to the bathroom. Made a 2 banana smoothie 

and when got back drank it as sat on the dune overlooking the forest. After that, ate 

1 banana. 

 

 
Banana Feel Check 
 

Had to use the bathroom this morning, but after drinking the smoothie and eating the 

banana dont feel that great in the stomach. These bananas aren't totally ripe either 

so that doesn't help. Also eating it wasn’t that enjoyable, some probably due to the 



fact that have been only eating bananas for 6 days and a lot also because it wasn’t 

the bananas are ripe. 

 

Still feel decent though, not the best, but still have energy even though the sleep 

wasn’t that great. No crazy cravings or major thoughts on eating other things. 

 

 

 

 

O 

Sit #2 - 45 min (Dune overlooking the forest) 

 

Focused on the first half of this sit on not being sticky. Meaning, not holding on to 
anything that is experienced in the moment, but just allowing it to come and go and 
just being the space for it to happen in. 
 
After did some arm stretches while seated and started to get the spine very erect and 
tilt the head back and focus on the third eye area while having the eyes closed and 
once again repeating i surrender myself to higher intelligence. Felt like as was 
doing this, there was this trance like state that overtakes me and this super strong 
connection to unity is the experience. Super grateful for these types of experiences. 
 

End of sit. 

O 

 

 

 

 

After the sit came back to the site and ate a banana. Then, decided to do a rest 

session in the tent. Listened to binaural beats for 20 min and then took out my 

sketch book to draw a little. Just doodled some bananas, obviously! 

 

Didn’t really feel like leaving the tent. It's one of those gloomy days with a 

little sun here and there. Eventually, went to the top of the dune by my site and did 

another sit. 

 

 

 

 



O 

Sit #3 - 1 hr 15 (Yoga session) 

 

Just allowed things to flow and focused on just feeling everthing fully no matter how 

it felt. Was nice that was able to summon the energy to do this sit even though 

didn’t really feel like it before. Now that it's done am grateful that decided to do 

it. Its funny how just a push sometimes can help get one out of a slump or a lower 

vibrational state. 

 

End of yoga. 

O 

 

 

 

 

Feel a bit drained now, came back to the site sat on the bench and journaled. And ate 

a banana. 

 

 

Banana Feel Check 
 

Am starting to get sick of eating bananas it seems. Ate one and the fact they aren't 

really soft makes it even harder. Feel tired probably from a lot of things, but 

haven't been eating that many bananas lately either so probably that ain't helping. 

As was laying in the tent since the end is near the mind was thinking briefly how 

good other food will taste. Still dont feel terrible, but definitely the hardest day 

so far. 

 

Went to take a shower and again just stayed totally in the moment as possible and a 

realization occurred. 

 

 
 
 
*Realization #1 – 2 ways* 
 

There are 2 ways of doing things.  

 

1.  Programmed (automated way).  Where the mind has your attention in all sorts 

of its shenanigans. Past, future, it's all the same. 

 



2.  Conscious (awareness is totally in the present moment during action).  Where 

you are totally in and aware of the moment fully.  

 

Example. Putting on and tying shoes.  

 

1. Programmed - You just throw them on out of a program since you've done it time 

and time again. Instead of you being there, you are consumed in mind land. 

 

2. Conscious - You are fully there with the movement of the arm to grab the shoe, 

to the feeling of putting it on, to the way the shoe laces feel being laced 

up. This doesn’t mean it can’t be done quickly either. 

 

If you want a good life hopefully the moments done in the 2nd way are primary even if 

the action has been done thousands of times. 

 

By doing things the 2nd way (conscious and aware) 

You reside in actuality and not fall victim to the mind world. It also allows you to 

pick up new insights because you dont get lost in your own gathered knowledge. The 

mind just repeats what it already knows. Deeper levels lie outside of a collection of 

stored data that is repeated over and over again. 

 

Life is also sucked out of everything when one is programmed. Things become lame and 

boring. 

 

*end of realization* 
 

 

 

After the shower came back and sat on the picnic bench and drank the 2 banana 

smoothie (some of the bananas are huge and 3 wont fit in the small blender) 

 

Wasn’t the most fun I've had drinking the smoothie. They are getting harder and 

harder to stomach. Obviously could stop and go pick up some food from somewhere close 

but less than a day now won’t kill me.  Plus the challenging parts are best to learn 

from. 

 

 

Day 6 of eating bananas  

 

Off to go sit by the tree in the forest. Got to the tree, but then eventually some 

people came through the forest so decided to go to the dunes overlooking the water 

instead. 

 

 

 



O 

Sit #4 - 30 min (overlooking the water) 

 
This sit was the worst yet, couldn’t focus at all. Was tired and all over the place. 
Eventually just stopped and that's why it was only 30 min. One thing that came up was 
to be the space for things to exist however they come even this challenging moment.   

 

End of sit. 

O 

 

 
 

Instead of getting annoyed drew in the sand, took some photos, and went by the water 

and just played around with carving. 

 

Ate a banana, and then came back to the site and just felt drained. It definitely is 

due to barely sleeping last night and just tired overall as this was a tough week. 

This is why just allowing the rest of this day to just chill out and do whatever feel 

like wants to be experienced. 

 

 

 
*Realization #2 - bug* 
 

Just had a cool thing happen in the tent and made me realize something. There was a 

bug that was crawling on the outside of the tent and couldn’t get out cause it flew 

under the rain canopy and it kept crawling in circles, when it was headed in the 

direction of the opening, the journey was long and it eventually turned around and 

went back the same way it came and crawled in another direction, but the journey was 

far so it did another turn back and it kept going on and on, not going anywhere. 

Eventually I gave it a little nudge and it slowly shuffled down past the canopy. 

 

This reminded me how in our lives we always do circles until something or someone 

eventually nudges us and we move forward some. Then usually again we get stuck and 

again do circles and need another nudge and on and on it goes. 

 

We don’t seem to get it either because we lose track of the bigger picture and get 

stuck I'm the maze and usually give up, even though the opening is there somewhere 

it's just we were trying the same way over and over. 

 
*end of realization* 



*Realization #3 - creatures and me* 
 

Was taking a log to the fire and there were these small little creatures living on 

it, those little ones that look like they have armor and roll into a ball when 

threatened. Removed the ones I seen and started thinking that it’s impossible to 

live without hurting something. After realized that those creatures are as much a 

piece of consciousness as I am and even if they die they go back to the total again. 

It's the same when i (the human) dies.  

 

Guess it's nice to be able to realize what it all is so least amount of necessary 

violence is caused and when possible help and be compassionate. 

 

The creatures aren't the bug, they are the ONE thing that exists and so am I and this 

is why death isn’t such a big deal and really isn’t real because you were never 

just the human in the first place, just was attached to it so deeply that it was 

forgotten. 

 

*end of realization* 
 

 

Started raining and so just decided to go and lay in the tent and watch the fire from 

inside. As was there got this overwhelming sense of gratitude for this week and for 

this journey that am on. To actually have direct experience of these simple yet 

complex truths of life is such a blessing and I'm extremely lucky to have had these 

glimpses. 

 

 
 
*Realization #4 – claiming* 
 
I also realized that it's impossible to hold this and claim it as yours because it 

vanishes just as quickly as it comes. No matter how many times it shows up, it will 

always leave but really it is always there as well and this is exactly why it's so 

missed by most and even forgotten over and over again. It's not the humans, or the 

bugs, or anything else, it's just consciousness and it is magic that appears and 

disappears. 

 
*end of realization* 
 

 

 

end of day 7 


